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Rigging the Gig  

 
Prop 22 Rolls Back Rights for Women 
 

For many, work is a source of dignity, identity, and purpose—a way to provide for a family and support 
a community. All work should be safe, be free from discrimination, and provide a fair wage, benefits, 
and the ability for workers to join together and bargain with their employer for more stability and 
security. Yet, on Election Day in November, California voters will be presented with an unprecedented 
and dangerous ballot initiative—Proposition 22—that would put workers further from that goal.1  

Advanced by Uber, Lyft, DoorDash, Instacart, and Postmates,2 Prop 22 aims to strip workers of core 
protections such as overtime pay, unemployment insurance, and paid sick leave—benefits required by 
law but which these companies have flouted.3 The initiative would also erode basic anti-discrimination 
and workplace safety protections that app-based workers desperately need. Women, as customers 
and workers, would lose important rights regarding their safety and economic security on the 
job if Proposition 22 were to become law. 
 

WHY ARE THE COMPANIES PUSHING THIS INITIATIVE NOW? 
 

In 2019, workers won a watershed victory 
with the passage of AB 5, a law that ensured 
that workers who are core to the business 
model of these companies can access vital 
workplace protections.4 Uber and Lyft spent 
more than one million dollars to lobby for an 
exemption to the law.5 They failed. Now, 
several app-based companies are subject to 
dozens of lawsuits, including by the cities of 
San Diego (Instacart)6 and San Francisco 
(DoorDash)7 and by the State Attorney 
General (Uber & Lyft).8 Prop 22 would give 
these companies the exemption they failed to 
obtain and undermine enforcement efforts.  

Far from protecting flexibility or offering “historic” benefits to workers —as its proponents suggest—
Prop 22 means precisely the opposite, reversing AB 5 and taking away essential worker protections. 
Through forced misclassification, Prop 22 would strip hundreds of dollars in wages from workers 
each week;9 deny them paid family leave;10 and upend workers’ compensation protections for 
injuries on the job.11 Indeed, while Prop 22 was spurred on by recent changes to the law, by any fair 
measure, these workers were employees long before AB 5 was enacted.12 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 
 

I’m opposed to Prop 22 because as a woman driver, 
I’ve been verbally abused, inappropriately touched, 
and even solicited for sex. Without employee status, 
the companies have no responsibility to keeping me 
safe, and I have no recourse to fight back. Prop 22 
would exempt Uber and Lyft from any responsibility 
for driver safety. That puts women in a particularly 
vulnerable position in an already dangerous 
environment.  
                 —Erica Mighetto, Uber & Lyft Driver 
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WHAT DOES PROP 22 MEAN FOR WOMEN WORKERS AND THOSE WHO 
USE APP-BASED SERVICES?  

 

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION: Prop 22 eliminates access to, or dramatically narrows, nearly 
all existing employment laws for app-based transportation and delivery workers, 
including laws prohibiting employment discrimination and sexual harassment and those 
ensuring equal pay.13 Instead, the initiative offers narrow anti-discrimination protections 

that are all but a mirage on closer inspection.14 For example, while 43 percent of ride-hail workers 
report being harassed on the job by a passenger, the initiative offers no protection against third-party 
discrimination.15 It offers only narrow anti-retaliation protection to workers who report such 
discrimination. 
 
Moreover, even these minimal protections offered by the initiative are meaningless without strong 
enforcement. Prop 22 contains no enforcement mechanism if a driver experiences harassment or 
discrimination by a passenger.16 In addition, the initiative would make it harder for a worker to bring 
a discrimination claim against these companies by rolling back how long a worker has to file a 
claim.17 Without clear enforcement provisions, workers are left to question how gender, sex, and other 
forms of discrimination will ever be effectively rooted out of their workplace.18   
 

SAFETY: Gig companies want to ensure that they cannot be held accountable for the 
safety of their passengers or their drivers. This is because they know that app-based 
work is unsafe and would expose them to significant liability. Last year, Uber released a 
report documenting 3,045 sexual assaults, with both riders and drivers as victims, during 
its rides in the United States in 2018. While passengers were more often victims, drivers 
reported other types of sexual assaults at roughly the same rate as riders.19 According to 

OSHA research, taxi and for-hire drivers are over 20 times more likely to be murdered on the job 
than other workers.20 Yet, Prop 22 would do nothing serious about curbing these alarming trends.  

 
In addition, under the initiative the 
companies would not be required to abide 
by California health and safety laws, and 
workers would not be able to report 
violations.21 The companies would not be 
required to develop a plan to prevent 
illnesses and injuries. They would not 
need to offer personal protective 
equipment to drivers, would offer limited 
workers’ compensation, and would take 

only the safety measures that they alone decide are appropriate to protect workers. And they would not 
be required to provide the surveillance cameras and bullet-proof partitions that are often required in 
taxis and that have contributed to driver and passenger safety.22   
 

CAREGIVING: Despite the gains made in recent years, the bulk of caregiving 
responsibilities continue to fall on women in our society. California law provides 
workers, including most “gig” workers, eight weeks of paid family leave and 3 to 10 
days of paid sick leave (depending on the city). Yet, Prop 22 fails to offer drivers and 
delivery workers a single day of paid sick or family leave and not a minute of 
overtime pay. What’s more, although required for employees under California law, the 

I once had a man refuse to leave my car without 
getting my phone number. Thankfully he was so 
drunk I could just pull him out of my car onto the 
sidewalk. When we don’t have any employee rights, 
we don’t have any protection. 
                  —Tonje Ettesvoll, Uber & Lyft Driver 
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initiative offers no protections for workers who need to take leave when children and elders need care, 
if workers are victims of domestic violence and need time off, or, as is the case under COVID-19, when 
children are out of school. While the companies tout the “flexibility” app-based work provides, working 
women know that true flexibility means PAID time off. Prop 22 goes further and effectively cancels 
every local emergency sick leave law passed in cities such as San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, 
and Los Angeles as they would apply to app-based workers.23 
 

FAMILY INCOME: Of all Bay Area drivers and delivery workers, 46 percent support 
others with their earnings, including 33 percent who are supporting children. And 
contrary to popular perception, a majority of the work performed on these apps is done 
by full-time workers, with 63 percent of workers telling researchers that the money they 
earn on the app was all or nearly all of their income in the prior month.24 Yet, Prop 22 

would result in app-based workers losing as much as $500 per week in wages, since it would allow 
app-based companies to avoid paying for time spent waiting for a package or passenger, and would 
only reimburse workers for two-thirds of the federal mileage reimbursement rate.25 
 

FLEXIBILITY AND ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE  
 

While gig companies tout the supposed flexibility of work on the apps as a boon to women workers, 
Prop 22 makes women’s work more undervalued and more dangerous. Algorithmic management 
exacerbates those dangers. While workers can theoretically choose to work daytime hours, cancel a 
ride request in a dangerous area, or refuse to pick up a passenger who makes them feel 
uncomfortable, the companies’ close electronic surveillance, ever-changing policies, and opaque 
disciplinary systems mean that workers would lose work and wages if they do.26 Women workers, like 
all other app-based workers, are being forced to choose between their safety and their family’s 
income. 
  

WHAT ELSE WILL PROP 22 DO?  
 
But the initiative doesn’t stop there. With their $181 million investment, the companies are seeking, 
once and for all, to deregulate the industries in which they operate.27 Prop 22 would gut labor 
protections; deprive courts, state agencies, and local jurisdictions of the ability to enforce or raise 
standards; and ensure that the Legislature can never authorize these workers to bargain for better 
quality jobs.28 If passed, it will signal to corporate America that, with enough cash, they can buy 
permanent deregulation and establish a perpetual underclass of workers.  

Simply put, as app-based companies raise nine-figure sums from private investors29 and mint new 
billionaires in the midst of this crisis,30 their diverse frontline workforce would be left out in the cold—
permanently—if the companies are able to pass Prop 22.  

 
Women—and all workers—deserve better.  
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